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LETTER FROM THE CEO

A message from CUTRIC CRITUC
Dr. Josipa Petrunić
President & CEO
Canadian Urban Transit Research and Innovation Consortium (CUTRIC)
Dear CUTRIC Members & Supporters,
Transit systems and stakeholders across Canada faced unprecedented
challenges in 2020 and 2021. With monthly ridership plummeting as much as
84 percent year over year, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been felt
widely and deeply. However, as John F. Kennedy famously pointed out: "When
written in Chinese, the word ‘crisis’ is composed of two characters — one
represents danger, and the other represents opportunity."
Transit has always been a resilient sector, one that is accustomed to
reinventing, adapting and ultimately prevailing. But this pandemic is different.
Not because prevailing is in doubt — the ridership comeback is well underway
— but because it presents a unique techno-economic opportunity to reassess
the way we have structured our mobility systems.
CUTRIC is embracing this opportunity with the support and guidance of our
152 Members, which have grown in number by 26 percent despite the
pandemic-fuelled downturn. Shortly before the second wave struck, we
launched a compelling Five Point Plan for effective, efficient and immediate
low-carbon smart mobility and zero-emissions transit funding and innovation.
Designed to help the federal government achieve its goal of 5,000 zero
emissions buses on Canadian roads over five years, the plan was received so
positively that it led to the publication of an open letter to Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau and Deputy Prime Minister Chrystia Freeland urging the federal
government to commit $3 billion more annually to transit infrastructure. Three
months later, Ottawa announced an eight-year investment of a near-identical
amount.
Coincidence? Most certainly not.
In addition to lobbying rigorously and strategically for this kind of permanent
and stable public transit funding by meeting with ministers of every political
hue at every level of government, CUTRIC and its Members performed much
of the number-crunching that determined the multibillion-dollar figure, which
we identified as the bare minimum for a successful transit future for Canada.
At the same time, CUTRIC’s technology and commercialization projects
advanced next-generation zero-carbon mobility to a remarkable extent. With
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the rollout of Brampton Transit’s eight battery electric buses (BEBs), which
comprise the world’s largest fleet of interoperable vehicles and high-powered
overhead chargers, our Pan-Canadian Demonstration and Integration Trial
achieved its initial goal of deploying 18 BEBs and seven chargers in
Vancouver, York Region and Brampton. The project has now launched a miniData Trust in the form of data sharing across those three transit agencies to
ensure buses and charging systems are performing in real-time the way
manufacturers said they would. Now, we are leading and expanding the trial to
include hundreds of BEBs across seven Canadian cities through an innovative
ZEB Joint Procurement Initiative (trademarked as ZEBCentral™).
All three transit agencies involved in Phase 1 of the trial are collecting and
sharing real-time BEB and charger data to support evidence-based
electrification procurements in the immediate future. CUTRIC, meanwhile, is
collecting data from all operational vehicles and chargers in Canada to
support empirical analysis and interoperability testing, and to build a Canadian
Big Data Trust for municipalities across the country. The Data Trust is the first
instance in which transit data from multiple municipal sources is being
streamed into one legally sound and cyber-secured repository.
Speaking of firsts, our National Smart Vehicle Joint Procurement Initiative
launched the National Academic Cluster for Smart Vehicles in partnership with
academic institutions, transit authorities and private entities such as ABB,
Bombardier, Kingston Transit, London Transit, Carleton University, the
University of Windsor, and the University of Toronto. As well as advancing
autonomous and connected vehicle knowledge and technological innovation,
this first initiative of its kind in Canada is facilitating training of nextgeneration researchers, engineers, industry leaders, and decision-makers in
smart vehicle science. Most importantly, it is gearing up to launch a small fleet
of autonomous shuttles over the next year, which will be interoperable from a
vehicle-to-infrastructure perspective. The project is being led by York Region
Transit with the City of Markham’s local first kilometre/last kilometre goals in
mind as part of CUTRIC’s autonomous shuttles initiative.
Then there’s our Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Bus Demonstration &
Integration Trial, which took flight when the City of Mississauga announced a
groundbreaking feasibility study as part of a phased transition to full
electrification at MiWay, the public transit agency for Canada’s sixth-largest
city. This study is one of several using CUTRIC’s new RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 simulation
and predictive modelling tool to see how ZEBs will operate in diverse
communities, when they will run out of power, how many electrons or
hydrogen molecules they will need, and
where chargers or fuelling systems should be located to optimally benefit
transit systems’ energy needs for full-fleet service. The project will be
launching 10 fuel cell electric buses for Canada by next year in an epic
“Hydrogen Homecoming” fulfilling the federal government’s goal of
establishing a hydrogen innovation cluster around transportation.
In the wake of hosting two highly successful 2020 conferences on low-carbon
smart mobility and rail technologies, respectively, CUTRIC kept the momentum
going with its 1st Annual Zero-Emission Bus (ZEB) Technology and Transit
Operations Conference in March of 2021. Like its 2020 predecessors, the
virtual event attracted hundreds of participants from the transit, utility,
consulting, academic, government and media sectors, and it was supported by
dozens of industry sponsors from around the world.
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These events also provided prime opportunities to celebrate the best and
brightest in our sector, such as Scott Gillner and Carolina Gallo — who were
awarded Clean50 Awards in 2020 and 2021, respectively — and New Flyer’s
Jennifer McNeill, who was named one of 26 Climate Champions across
Canada.
As much as we have accomplished of late, there is always more to do. Indeed,
the decarbonisation of Canada's transit systems must accelerate if “building
back better” is truly a priority. The good news is that CUTRIC’s successes are
paving the way for economic growth and recovery, mobility-oriented social
justice, and enhanced emissions reduction.
In many ways, CUTRIC has used the pandemic period to prepare our country
to be a world leader in low-carbon smart mobility. Now, it’s time to embrace
that role.

Sincerely,
Josipa Petrunić

JOSIPA PETRUNIĆ
President & CEO
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
Letter from Outgoing Chair Carolina Gallo and Interim Chair Sue Connor
Dear CUTRIC Members, Supporters and Staff,
As one of us leaves the Board and the other returns as Chair, we would both like to express how joyful and
honoured we are to have helped this wonderful consortium put Canada on the map for zero-emissions transit
and smart mobility.
CUTRIC’s world-leading standardization and commercialization trials are having an unprecedented impact on
the advancement of low carbon smart mobility technologies across Canada, with the federal goal of deploying
5,000 zero emissions buses over five years now within reach. CUTRIC’s tireless advocacy work and leadership
of the national dialogue on technical planning, meanwhile, have played key roles in shaping government support
for zero-emissions transit, including the historic $2.75 billion federal investment announced in March of 2021.
Collaboration and trust are imperative as we tackle the sustainability challenge of the global energy transition,
and CUTRIC excels on both counts. We have both marvelled at CUTRIC's ability to unite all aspects of the supply
chain — transit agencies, utilities, academics, consultants, governments, nonprofits and manufacturers large
and small — while remaining objective and transparent. Whether helping to integrate ABB’s overhead charging
stations into the world’s largest fleet of interoperable and standardized BEBs in Brampton, or collecting and
analyzing diverse data sets for Burlington Transit with its RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 modelling tool, CUTRIC has always been
a champion of evidence-based decision-making.
Above all, CUTRIC is committed to innovating in the best interests of Canadians. That’s why our pride in
CUTRIC’s achievements is only surpassed by our enthusiasm for what it will accomplish in the years to come.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2020 - 2022

Sue Connor

BURLINGTON TRANSIT
(CHAIR)

Mark Shorey

Bem Case

TORONTO TRANSIT
COMMISSION
(VICE-CHAIR)

Theresa Cooke

THALES GROUP
(AUDIT & RISK COMMITTEE
CHAIR)

SIEMENS CANADA
(INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
COMMITTEE CHAIR)

Jennifer McNeill

Elisabeth-Victoria Walsh

NEW FLYER & MCI

NOVA BUS

Anna Murray

Steve Kay

CUMMINS
(TREASURER)

ENBRIDGE GAS
DISTRIBUTION INC.
(GOVERNANCE
COMMITTEE CHAIR)

Nicolas Pocard

Kymm Girgulis

BALLARD POWER SYSTEMS

Martin Lapointe

RÉSEAU DE TRANSPORT DE
LA CAPITALE

BC HYDRO

Heather Pratt

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
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CUTRIC COMMITTEES
Audit & Risk Committee
Chair – Mark Shorey

Governance Committee
Chair – Steve Kay

Intellectual Property Committee
Chair – Theresa Cooke

Zero Emissions Bus Committee
Chair – Erin Cooke
Vice-Chair – Ann-Marie Carroll
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Core Team
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Core Contractors

•

Micaal Ahmed
Adam Bisby, Contractor: Copywriting
Craig Jangula, Government Relations Officer for British Columbia and Western
Canada
Adrienne Lee, Graphic Designer

ZEB
Commercialization

•
•

Janet Eby, Contractor
Ted Wojcinski, Contractor

Human Resources

•

Katie Arnold, HR Consultant

Governance &
Coordination

•

Evan Artis, Coordinator

Government &
Public Relations

•
•
•
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Josipa Petrunić, President & CEO

PhD – Science and Technology Studies (Economics and Mathematics Stream), University of
Edinburgh
M.Sc. – Science and Technology Studies (Economics and Mathematics Stream), University of
Edinburgh
M.Sc. – Political Science and Public Policy, London School of Economics and Political Science
BJ – Political Science and Journalism, Carleton University

As the President & CEO of CUTRIC, Dr. Josipa Petrunić is leading the formulation of national transportation and
energy systems analyses, including battery electric vehicles (BEV), hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs)
and zero-emissions transit technologies.
As one of Canada’s leading experts in Zero-Emissions Bus (ZEB) innovation deployment projects, Dr. Petrunić
has designed, developed and launched the Pan-Canadian Electric Bus Demonstration & Integration Trial (Phases
I-II), the Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Demonstration & Integration Trial (Phase I) and the Canadian National
Smart Vehicle Demonstration & Integration Trial (Phase I).
In 2014, Dr. Petrunić developed Canada’s first methodological framework for an interdisciplinary physics-,
mathematics- and economics-based modelling tool. TRiPSIM™, Canada’s first electric bus modelling tool, helps
Canadian public fleets determine how zero-emissions vehicles (ZEVs) would operate in their communities and
the extent to which they would generate operational savings. Now in its third generation and branded as
Rout∑.i™ 2.0, more than two dozen transit agencies in Canada and the United States have relied on it to plan
their full-fleet, vehicle- and block-based electrification deployments.
Dr. Petrunić has created Canada’s most interdisciplinary ZEB Consulting Team specializing in all salient
variables associated with battery electric bus (BEB) powertrains, hydrogen fuel cell electric bus (FCEB)
powertrains, renewable natural gas-powered compressed natural gas (CNG) powertrains, low- and high-powered
charging systems, energy storage, smart controls, scheduling optimization, lifecycle cost analyses (LCAs),
lifecycle emissions analyses, and facilities design.
Under the leadership of Dr. Petrunić, CUTRIC has expanded from five founding members to more than 130
transit, utility, industry, and academic institutional members across North America with projects valued at over
$50 million.
Dr. Petrunić previously served as the Lead Researcher in electric vehicle policy studies at McMaster University
and as a Senior Research Fellow in the history and philosophy of mathematics at University College London
(UCL), United Kingdom. Dr. Petrunić continues to lecture in Globalization Studies at McMaster University.
Dr. Petrunić currently sits on the Board of the Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS) Foundation and Women's
Transportation Seminar - Toronto (WTS Toronto). She is a regular expert contributor to news stories, panels, and
editorials focused on ZEB technologies published in the Globe and Mail, National Post, BNN Bloomberg, CTV,
CBC and Toronto Star, among other major news outlets.
In 2018, she was named as one of Canada's Top 40 Under 40 by Bloomberg News and Canada's Top Clean 50.
In 2019, she was named Aspioneer Top 10 Influential Women Leaders. In 2020, she received an award in WXN’s
Canada’s Most Powerful Women: Top 100 Awards for her role in the Science and Technology industry.
Dr. Petrunić is currently based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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ZEB Consulting Services Team
Parvathy Pillai
Project Management Professional (PMP®)
Environmental Professional (EP®)
Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM®)
M.Sc. – Global Health, McMaster University
Hon. B.Sc. – Life Sciences, McMaster University
Hon. B.Sc. – Chemistry, McMaster University

Parvathy Pillai, Program Manager of ZEB Consultation Services and Business Development at CUTRIC, manages
a diverse portfolio of zero-emission bus implementation planning projects and simulation projects including
predictive modelling and empirical analyses. Ms. Pillai also manages CUTRIC-led research studies in Canada
and the U.S. and leads organizational project management and quality assurance measures.
Prior to CUTRIC, Parvathy worked in project management, environmental consulting, quality control, research,
teaching and knowledge translation at various organizations. She is a certified Environmental Professional
(EP®) from ECO Canada.
Parvathy Pillai is currently based in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Sherv in Bakh tiari
BA – Urban Studies, Concordia University
AdvDip – Building Design (Architectural), BoxHill Institute, Melbourne, Australia

Shervin Bakhtiari is the CUTRIC Team Lead of ZEB Simulation & Research. As a member of the modelling team,
he is responsible for geospatial data analyses to assess the potentials of bus network electrification. He also
examines the development of the RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 modelling tool for potential opportunities regarding the
automatization and optimization of the modelling process. Mr. Bakhtiari aims to bring sustainability and GHG
emission reduction to public transportation through transportation planning and network analyses.
At ITK, Mr. Bakhtiari was responsible for collecting and creating geo-databases and identifying development
opportunities for Indigenous and northern communities through GIS analysis.
Shervin Bakhtiari is currently based in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Roberto Sardenberg
PhD – Physics, Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Brazil
M.Sc. – Physics, Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Brazil
BSc - Physics, Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Brazil

Dr. Roberto Sardenberg currently works on modelling the performance of ZEB buses and related infrastructure
in transit systems through the use and development of the Rout∑.i™ 2.0 tool. The outcomes of this predictive
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modelling help transit agencies to assess technologies and make appropriate choices for their deployments.
Dr. Sardenberg also works in gathering and analysing empirical data coming from the operation of zeroemission vehicles, providing valuable key performance indicators to the operators, and incorporating real world
operation data into the modelling work.
Dr. Sardenberg previously worked with electrical measurement techniques to retrieve microscopic information
on electrochemical cells and nano-structured samples. His research interests include the electrical
characterization, modelling and simulation of electrical devices, sensors, and electrochemical cells. He
contributed to the development of the measurement theory of Impedances by investigating constraints imposed
on measured data by physical principles such as causality relations.
Dr. Roberto Sardenberg is currently based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Charles L i
PhD – Engineering, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China
M.Sc. – Computational Physics, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China
B.Sc. – Computational Mathematics, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China

Charles Li is the Vehicle Modelling & Research Engineer. Dr. Li’s area of expertise is computer modelling for
engineering problems such as heat transfer, fluid dynamics and mechanical structural integrity and failure.
Previous to CUTRIC, Dr. Li was the principal engineering analyst at marpoleSim. He has also worked as a CFD
scientist and engineering analyst at Westport Fuel System Inc. Dr. Li has been a research associate and
research assistant at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Hong Kong Polytechnic University and an
associate professor at Xi’an Jiaotong University.
Dr. Charles Li is currently based in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

Anan d Pariyarath
PhD - Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Manitoba
M.S. - Energy, Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand.
B. Tech. - Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Calicut, India.

Anand Pariyarath is a Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) simulation modeller and data scientist. He is responsible for
fleet modelling, predictive modelling and empirical data analyses which aid the modelling projects that the
RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 team undertakes.
Dr. Pariyarath is a recipient of the University of Manitoba Faculty of Graduate studies research completion
award and the Asian Institute of Technology Graduate Student Fellowship.
Dr. Anand Pariyarath is currently based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
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Zahara Hassan
BES, Geography and Environmental Management
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification

Zahara Hassan received her Bachelor of Environmental Studies Degree in Geography and
Environmental Management with a focus in Geomatics from the University of Waterloo and she also recently
received her Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification.
Ms. Hassan is the Zero-Emission Bus Simulation GIS Technician responsible for working on ZEB predictive
modelling and geospatial data analysis aiding cities and transit agencies across Canada and the United States
to plan their fleet electrification. She is also working to enhance the functionality of the RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 modelling
tool.
Prior to CUTRIC, Ms. Hassan worked in the geospatial field on road infrastructure assets within the
transportation industry. Her professional experiences are primarily related to the use of GIS applications to
solve contemporary urban and environmental challenges and the role that smart, sustainable transportation and
infrastructure play in the development of vibrant and resilient cities.
Zahara Hassan is currently based in Brampton, Ontario, Canada.

Dan Tse

Daniel (Dan) Tse, the Zero Emission & Autonomous Transit Project Coordinator, supports the ACES
(Autonomous, Connected, Electric, and Shared) Big Data Trust project, the Canadian ZEB (Zero-Emissions Bus)
Database project and CUTRIC’s digital conferences.
Prior to CUTRIC, Mr. Tse worked in urban development as a civil engineer and land development consultant in
Calgary. He also brings experience in utility design from Vancouver, industrial construction from northern
Alberta, and public sector transportation from Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.
With a keen interest in sustainability and resilience of infrastructure and cities, Mr. Tse is underway with a
Master of Engineering in Cities Engineering and Management from the University of Toronto. He also provides
professional development support to the University of Toronto’s graduate engineering student community as a
Grad PACS Guide and Coordinator. In 2020, he completed a Graduate Fellowship with the School of Cities about
the politics of urban flood resilience in a large Canadian city.
In 2021, he spoke about leadership skill sets for the future at the Eleventh Conference on the Leader Engineer
and served on the Advisory Committee for the Dean of the School of Graduate Studies at the University of
Toronto.
Dan Tse is currently based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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Operations, Government & Public Relations, Marketing
& Membership Team
Adriana Shu-Yin
B.Sc. – Environmental Science and Health, University of Toronto

Adriana Shu-Yin is the Digital Business Development Lead at CUTRIC where she leads major digital conferences
focusing on low carbon smart mobility technologies. She also leads the digital membership strategy efforts to
support the achievement of CUTRIC’s national business strategy.
Ms. Shu-Yin’s focus on smart and sustainable solutions to enhance greenhouse gas emissions reductions. Her
education and prior work experience focused on the acceleration towards a low-carbon economy using clean
technology and policies that promote economic, social, and environmental benefits. Previously, she completed
climate change and sustainability projects with ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability as well as the
University of Toronto Sustainability Office.
Adriana Shu-Yin is currently based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Grace Re illy
M.A. Spanish/German, University of Glasgow

Grace Reilly, Government and Public Relations Officer, leads CUTRIC’s national, provincial and municipal
government relations efforts through strategic development, outreach and coordination. Ms. Reilly also leads
national public relations and marketing efforts to support the achievement of CUTRIC’s national business
strategy.
Prior to CUTRIC, Ms. Reilly worked as an Executive Assistant and Office Manager in Toronto and was previously
an ESL Teacher in Austria, Scotland and Spain.
Grace Reilly is currently based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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Me lissa Heynes
Diploma in Public Management at the University of South Africa.

Melissa Heynes is the National Administrative Coordinator & Marketing Lead. In this role, Melissa leads
CUTRIC’s marketing initiatives and provides administrative support to the CUTRIC team across Canada. Melissa
is responsible for accounts payable and receivable, coordinating executive schedules, internal communications,
executive support, marketing and advertising strategies and sponsorship sales.
Prior to CUTRIC, Melissa worked as a Professional Officer of Marketing and Communications at the City of Cape
Town (South Africa).
Melissa Heynes is currently based in Okotoks, Alberta, Canada.

Magali Frenette
B.A. Art History, Université Laval, Quebec

Magali Frenette is the National Membership Success Officer responsible for supporting members from Quebec
and Ontario in addition to supporting CUTRIC’s public and government relations efforts.
Before joining CUTRIC, Ms. Frenette was elected City Councilor in Neuville, Quebec for two terms while running
her own business.
Magali Frenette is currently based in Quebec City, Quebec, Canada.

Commercialization Team
Abh ishek Raj
PhD – Mechanical Engineering, University of Waterloo, Canada
M.Sc. – Mechanical Engineering, Masdar Institute of Science and Technology, Abu Dhabi, UAE
B.Tech. – Mechanical Engineering, VIT University, India

Dr. Abhishek Raj is the National Project Lead for the Pan-Canadian Electric Bus
Demonstration and Integration Trial. He is responsible for the project-management of the Electric Bus Project
(Phase I and II), which strives to deploy multi-manufacture-built standardized electric buses and chargers
across various jurisdictions in Canada. Dr. Raj participates in strategic planning, resource sourcing, operational
evaluation and coordination among internal and external project stakeholders with regards to time bound
project delivery within prescribed budgetary limits. He also oversees the program management of the National
Academic Advisory Committee associated with the E-Bus project.
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Previous to CUTRIC, Dr. Raj worked as a Researcher at the University of Waterloo and at Masdar Institute of
Science and Technology in the field of Sustainable Energy and Clean Combustion. His professional interests lie
in the interdisciplinary domains of policy, energy, engineering and environment.
Dr. Raj is currently based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Saumya Bhavsar
M.Sc. - Economics and Business Administration (Energy, Natural Resources and the Environment),
Norwegian School of Economics (NHH), Norway
M.Sc. - Sustainability and Social Innovation, HEC Paris, France
B.Tech. - Production Engineering, Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology (SVNIT)
Surat, India

Saumya Bhavsar is Project Manager on the Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Bus Demonstration and
Integration Trial. In this role, Saumya manages the launch and implementation of demonstration and early scale
deployment projects with a specific focus on hydrogen-based transit applications.
Prior to joining CUTRIC, Saumya has most recently worked as an energy-efficiency programming consultant,
policy researcher at the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in Paris, and a
thought leader at a co-founded sustainability education and consulting organization. Prior to postgraduation,
Saumya worked for several years as a project planner on Engineering – Procurement – Construction (EPC)
projects in the midstream oil and gas industry in Canada and Malaysia.
Saumya Bhavsar is currently based in Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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ABOUT CUTRIC
The Canadian Urban Transit Research & Innovation
Consortium (CUTRIC) supports projects that develop the
next-generation of mobility and transportation
technologies for Canadians. These advancements help
grow the low-carbon and "smart" technology eco-system
in the country, leading to job growth and economic
development over the long-term.
CUTRIC's work generates solutions that decrease fuel
consumption, reduce emissions, eliminate
redundancies, reduce congestion, improve the quality of
life for Canadians, advance the digital integration of lowcost mobility solutions for communities across Canada,
increase road safety and reduce road accidents. CUTRIC
supports the technologies required for a 21st century
low-carbon economy.

Vision
To make Canada a global leader in low-carbon smart
mobility technologies across heavy-duty and light-duty
platforms, including advanced transit, transportation,
and integrated mobility applications.

Mission
To support the commercialization of technologies
through industry-led collaborative research,
development, demonstration and integration (RDD&I)
projects that bring innovative design to Canada’s lowcarbon smart mobility eco-system.
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PILLARS OF INNOVATION

1. Zero- and lowemissions propulsion
technologies and
systems integration
Including battery electric and hybrid
electric propulsion technologies,
hydrogen fuel cell electric propulsion
technologies as well as grid-based smart
management tools that balance electric
fleet charging and/or hydrogen
refuelling.

2. Smart vehicles and
smart infrastructure
Technologies for automated and
connected vehicles on road and on rail,
including standardized and interoperable
fleet management systems, vehicle-tovehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communications systems, as well as
intelligent transportation systems and
smart mobility solutions.

3. Big Data for mobility
analytics and Mobility as
a Service applications
Including initiatives to optimize public
and private fleets through the use of
descriptive, analytic and predictive data
assessment and the integration of
artificially intelligent decision-making
systems that guide fleet managers in
real-time.

4. Cybersecurity in
advanced mobility
applications
Securitization of low-carbon smart
mobility systems including secure
communications for autonomous and
connected vehicles given the
susceptibility of new vehicle systems to
malicious attack.
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MAJOR RESEARCH OUTPUTS & CUTRIC-CRITUC
LOW-CARBON SMART MOBILITY KNOWLEDGE
SERIES
New Mobility and Autonomous Vehicles: Impacts
on Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Metro Vancouver

Rail Innovation in Canada: Top 10
Techno logy Areas for Passenger and
Fre ight Rail Report
With the support of Transport Canada, CUTRIC’s
report documents the top 10 most feasible areas of
technology innovation aimed at building Canada’s
future rail systems. Based on focus group sessions
carried out over a 24-month period, CUTRIC
consulted more than 220 participants representing
dozens of companies and organizations active in the
rail sector, including manufacturers, rail operators,
industry experts, academics and government
officials. The report includes recommendations and
considerations for industry, government and the
Canadian public.

Autonomous Shuttle Simulation for FirstKilometre/Last Kilometre Transit Solutions in
Canada

CUTRIC was awarded a research contract through
Transport Canada’s Advance Connectivity and
Automation in the Transportation System (ACATS)
program to help prepare the country for connected
and automated vehicle (CAV) deployments on
Canadian roads. This report reviews five areas that
are allied to CUTRIC’s first-kilometre/last-kilometre
electric low-speed automated shuttle (e-LSA)
deployment efforts within the National Smart Vehicle
Demonstration and Integration Trial.

CUTRIC’s new report for the David Suzuki Foundation
explores the opportunity for Metro Vancouver policymakers to build on the soon-to-be-released Transport
2050 plan by advancing autonomous vehicles as
emissions-reducing and mobility-improving tools.

Bes t Practices and Key Considerations for
Transit Electrification and Charg ing
In frastructu re Dep loyment to Deliver
Predictab le, Re liable, and Cost-Effe ctive
Fleet Systems
CUTRIC’s report provides recommendations to Natural
Resources Canada in its pursuit of best practices for
transit electrification and charging infrastructure
deployment to deliver predictable, reliable and costeffective electrified fleet systems to Canadians.
This report provides full results of a comprehensive
review of the Canadian landscape in fleet electrification,
charging deployments and utility strategies. Included
are results from interviews and focus groups held with
transit agencies across North America.

Rout∑.i™ 2.0 modelling: Milestone projects
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PROJECTS
Commercialization Projects
•
•
•

Electricity supply chain, including storage
Necessary infrastructure, such as new
garage components and upgrades
Lifecycle bus and charging system-tracking
and performance-monitoring

Innovative aspects of the trial

1. Pan-Canadian Battery Electric Bus
Demonstration and Integration Trial,
Phase I
This project is the first in the world to design,
develop and integrate battery electric buses (BEBs)
with charging systems that are interoperable
despite being made by different manufacturers.

•
•
•

•

Mutual and standardized operations
Manufacturers are supporting the operation and
maintenance of innovative electric bus charging
technologies that are helping municipalities and
transit agencies develop standard systems across
Canada. High-powered interoperable charging
systems are also essential to the electrification of
trucks, delivery vans, and other medium-to heavyduty vehicles.
Core goals for the trial
•
•

•

•

Show how standards operate in real-time
for high-power overhead chargers and
remotely controlled and monitored BEBs
Deploy 18 electric-battery buses and install
seven overhead chargers in Vancouver,
Brampton and York Region to demonstrate
interoperability
Develop CloudTransit™ for cloud-based
data storage and analysis of real-time data
from BEBs and chargers to enable data
sharing
Expand the project to include more than
200 BEBs across seven cities from 2022 to
2024 in a national joint procurement using
an innovative funding and financing
solution with the Infrastructure Bank of
Canada

CUTRIC is working to launch an Innovation P3(C) –
an innovative public-private partnership – to supply,
finance, maintain, operate, and track the data
associated with:
•

BEBs

•

Interoperability and standardization of
BEBs and charging infrastructure
Innovation involving public and private
financing
Collaboration with transit agencies to work
on financing, designing, building, and
maintaining BEBs and the associated
charging infrastructure
Reduction of on route and in depot charging
time through use of high-powered,
overhead chargers
Automation of charging events to reduce
the time to return to service

Intellectual property and research outcomes
CUTRIC leads in the following intellectual property
developments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standards for integrating high-powered
overhead chargers with energy storage
CUTRIC’s RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 toolset to simulate the
energy consumption and operational
performance of BEBs across fleets
Performance reports for battery- and flywheelbased energy storage devices connecting with
high-powered overhead chargers
Cybersecurity and networking reports about
the automated charging of BEBs
Best practices in procurement provided to the
Government of Canada and others
Data visualization tools which support cities
in buying BEBs, chargers and other
infrastructure
Measures of performance to guide transit
agencies and utilities

Leading Consortium
CUTRIC has built a consortium of organizations to
participate in this demonstration trial:
Industry Partners
•
•
•

ABB Group
New Flyer Bus
Nova Bus
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•

Siemens

Utility Partners
• Newmarket-Tay Power Distribution Limited
Transit Partners
•
•
•

Brampton Transit
TransLink
York Region Transit

Post-Secondary Partners
•
•
•
•

Ontario Tech University
Ontario College of Art & Design
Queen’s University
University of Windsor

Project Lead: Dr. Abhishek Raj (abhishek.raj@cutriccrituc.org)

hydrogen to achieve eventual price parity with
diesel. Hydrogen generation (using rapid-response
electrolysis) could be an effective solution for
storing and balancing surplus power on the grid.
CUTRIC is working with the City of Mississauga to
achieve the following as part of the trial:
•
•
•
•

Intellectual Property and Research Outcomes
CUTRIC has recruited seven universities and
colleges for our National Academic Committee for
Zero-Emissions Buses for research related to
alternate transit systems, including cybersecurity,
performance, design, and consumer acceptance.
We expect outcomes that:
•

2. Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell
Electric Bus Demonstration and Integration
Trial
The Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Bus
Demonstration and Integration Trial is a national,
multi-year project supporting the deployment of
Canadian-developed Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric
Buses (FCEBs). It has been merged with CUTRIC’s
Zero Emissions Bus Committee to support the joint
procurement of ZEBs to reduce costs and to share
information and knowledge.
Phase 1 of the project involves putting FCEBs into
use on Canadian roads. In this trial, Canadian
manufacturers are working with cities and
academic researchers to achieve the following:
•
•

Launch and monitor 10 FCEBs for a full
lifecycle (up to 18 years)
Design and use low-emissions hydrogen
fueling stations and fueling networks based
on the green model of Enbridge-Cummins
in Markham, Ontario

The trial will establish a model for deploying FCEBs
cities across the Greater Toronto and Hamilton
areas, leading to the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions in the region, and the establishment of a
scale model for the production and consumption of

Deploy Canadian-developed FCEBs on
Canadian roads
Establish a green hydrogen supply chain
Conduct life cycle cost analysis
Track and monitor lifecycle bus and fuelling
systems performance

•
•
•

Show how FCEBs operate on roads and
along routes, including how much hydrogen
they consume;
Assess the cybersecurity of the buses;
Show how FCEBs can be deployed and
operated more economically than diesel
buses; and
Assist in the design of standards for
harmonized hydrogen fuelling systems
operations for heavy-duty vehicles.

The aims of the National Academic Committee for Zero
Emissions Buses are to:
•

•

•

Develop CloudTransit™ for cloud-based
data storage and analysis to measure and
assess real-time operations, improve
specifications for buying, and share data
across cities;
Compare actual performance with potential
performance, nationally and regionally, for
Canadian standards for heavy-duty fuel-cell
vehicles, fueling and storage
Reduce hydrogen costs for transit agencies
and connect hydrogen production networks

Industry Partners
•
•
•

Ballard Power Systems
Enbridge Natural Gas
Cummins Inc.
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•

New Flyer Industries

•

Transit Partners
• MiWay

•

Post-Secondary Partners

•

•
•
•

Canadian Nuclear Laboratories
Centennial College
York University

•

Project Manager: Saumya Bhavsar
(saumya.bhavsar@cutric-crituc.org)

3. National Smart Vehicle Demonstration
and Integration Trial

Visualize how low-speed, electric shuttles
work in public transit to provide shared
mobility services;
Provide effective cybersecurity across
vehicles and infrastructure;
Design standards for harmonized charging
systems and single-fleet operating systems
across manufacturers; and
Assess the vulnerability of these vehicles to
cyber-attacks to ensure they are safe for
Canadians to use.

The “CUTRIC-ACATS Project Final Report,”
underscores the need for wider on-road
deployments of e-LSAs in 2021. Funded by
Transport Canada’s Advance Connectivity and
Automation in the Transportation System (ACATS)
program, our research confirms that using e-LSAs
as first-kilometre/last-kilometre transit solutions
offers benefits ranging from increased transit
ridership and decreased car parking space
requirements to an overall reduction in transit and
transportation emissions.

The National Smart Vehicle Joint Procurement
Initiative aims to standardize Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) communication, Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communication, and cybersecurity aspects for
electric low-speed automated shuttle (eLSA) technologies and supporting infrastructure,
and deploy them across multiple Canadian cities to
achieve first-mile, last-mile, shared-mobility based
connectivity to the transit systems. The program
will also involve joint program management and
data analytics to evaluate the performance of the
assets.

The report used CUTRIC’s RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 predictive
modelling toolset to simulate the performance of eLSAs on routes proposed by municipal or transit
staff in nine Canadian cities: Calgary, Trois-Rivières,
Surrey, Brampton, Edmonton, Vancouver, York
Region, Montréal, and Québec City.

The project aims to address the challenge of high
capital costs by developing an innovative model for
joint ventures involving public and private financing
for:

Industry Members

•

•

Funding, financing, supply, maintenance
and operation of driverless smart vehicles
and roadside infrastructure
Long-term management of multimanufacturer fleets
Explore different shuttle and infrastructure
ownership models

Intellectual Property and Research Outcomes
CUTRIC has recruited six universities and colleges
for its National Academic Committee for Smart
Vehicles. Research on alternate transit systems
includes cybersecurity, performance, design, and
consumer acceptance. We expect outcomes that:

The report analyzes energy consumption, ridership
impact and cyber-security issues, details standards
and certifications for e-LSAs, and explores technical
outcomes presented by industry leaders after 36
months of technical consultations nationwide.

•
•
•
•

2getthere
Navya
Siemens
Tok Transit

Transit Members
•
•
•

Region of York
City of Markham
City of Stratford

Post-Secondary Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carleton University
Queen’s University
University of Calgary
University of Toronto
University of Windsor
Université du Québec - Trois Rivières (UQTR)
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Project Lead: Dr. Abhishek Raj (abhishek.raj@cutriccrituc.org)
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Industry-Academic Research Projects
CUTRIC is currently funding projects at the following universities:
University/ College

Project Title

Canadian Nuclear
Laboratories

Needs & Gap Analysis: Canadian Standards for Heavy-Duty Fuel Cell Vehicles,
Fuelling & Storage & Policy Level Red Tapes
Advanced Security and Privacy Schemes for Smart, Connected, and Autonomous
Vehicles

Carleton University
Centennial College

Optimization of H2 Cost Reduction Techniques for Transit Agencies in Ontario

OCAD University

Visualization Analysis of Predicted Electric Bus Routes & Facilities Design

Ontario Tech
University

Energy Storage Integration Analysis of 450 kW+ Chargers

Queen’s University

Queen’s University

E-Powertrain Optimization for Heavy-Duty Bus Applications: High-power Absorption
Capabilities for Buses Charging at 450kW+ with Various Battery Capacities (76kWh660kWh)
Using Deep Learning to Leverage Data Transfer and AI in Smart Vehicles

Ryerson University

Shared electric work fleets for Universities and Colleges with a system of resource
and location optimization using machine learning

University of Calgary

Transit Signal Priority (TSP) in a Connected and Autonomous Transit Vehicles
Environment

Université du Québec à
Trois-Rivières
University of Toronto

Methodology to Estimate and Identify Winter Vehicular Sliding Conditions
Integrating User Perception and Experience for Autonomous Shuttle Planning

University of Victoria

Assessment of grid-side energy storage systems for electric bus charging
infrastructure

University of Windsor

Automated and Connected Electric Vehicle Integration- Detection of Trojan
Hardware by Using Machine Learning

University of Waterloo
University of Windsor
York University

Solar Based Energy Solution for Zero-Carbon Transportation
Investigation of Cybersecurity Issues in Using Electric Vehicle Fleets with Battery
Exchange Infrastructure
Decision Support Toolbox for Hydrogen Production in Ontario
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STRATEGIC GOALS
Membership Value Objectives

1. Standardization of annual assessment of
the membership satisfaction program
2. Launch of streamlined member-led, Board
sanctioned "ZEB Committee", including
ZEB Database (Canada)
3. Automation and legal standardization of
the "Membership Journey"
4. Achievement of pre-pandemic membership
growth rates
5. Achievement of major consortium-based
membership funding opportunities for
project/IP co-investment and de-risking
a. Funding of ACES Big Data Trust
(inclusive of rail)
b. Funding of Return to Transit R&D
Funding Program (inclusive of rail)
c. Funding of BC & ON Technology
Innovation R&D Funding Program
(inclusive of rail)
6. Achievement of profitability per event and
achievement of new revenue growth targets
for each CUTRIC digital business
development event/conference (2021)
7. Development, vetting and deployment of a
Gender & Racial Diversity Program (2021)
8. Improvement of website platform to
support membership engagement and
improve value to member and non-member
communities accessing the platform

ZEB Consulting Services Objectives

1. Amalgamation of CUTRIC Research Team
services, staff and IP into one branding
portfolio: "ZEB Consulting Services"™
2. Achievement of ZEB Consulting Services™
growth objective
3. Achievement of the ZEB Feasibility Funding
(Point 1 of the 5-Point Federal Plan) for
federal advocacy and lobbying (2020-2021)
4. Achievement of the Hydrogen & Battery
Electric ZEB Feasibility Funding for
Municipal Fleet Vehicles in British Columbia
(Point 1 of the 2-Point B.C. CUTRIC Plan) as
part of ongoing provincial lobbying (20192021)

Commercialization Objectives

1. Launch of the Pan-Canadian Hydrogen Fuel
Cell Electric Bus Demonstration Project
2. Standardization of long-term battery
electric bus (BEB) deployment registries to
support standardized consortium-based
(i.e. joint procurement based) ZEB Program
Management
3. Development of an integrated beta-version
CloudTransit™ platform combining multilogger real-time bus data from at least
three transit agencies to support long-term
growth objectives associated with the
ACES Big Data Trust
4. Submission of the multi-city National Smart
Vehicle Demonstration Project for federal
funding consideration in parallel with
structured lobbying to achieve full funding
for a trial program in 2022

Additional non-dues revenues objectives

1. Design and delivery of a simplified annual
sponsorship program
2. Amelioration and standardization of the
CUTRIC Membership Directory (2021)

Operational objectives

1. Standardization of the CUTRIC-developed
three-step hiring process to ensure gender
and racial diversity in technical and
decision-making roles
2. Reduction of hiring timelines to five weeks
(from current eight to 10) -- from posting to
hiring -- to expedite growth and support the
doubling of the ZEB Consulting Services™
team within a three-month period (i.e. the
"ramp up" period) if required by funding
successes
3. Re-evaluation of the CUTRIC Health Care
Spending Account to assess readiness of
CUTRIC (as an SME) for fully developed
health-care benefits plans for long-term
employees
4. Generation of a Workplace Safety & NonHarassment Policy

CUTRIC ZEB CONSULTING SERVICES

RoutΣ.i™ 2.0
To serve our national consortium, CUTRIC developed RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 – an industry-leading electric bus & transit
simulation tool that allows transit agencies to accurately predict the performance of battery electric buses
(BEBs) with various charging strategies (i.e. in-depot, on route and combined solutions) as well as hydrogen fuel
cell electric buses (FCEB) with H2 fueling time and delivery strategies.
• For Battery Electric Buses (BEBs), RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 predicts vehicle and fleet range, charging needs, total
energy and power needs, total energy costs, CO2e reductions, and scheduling challenges/optimization
to support effective BEB charging requirements.
• For Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Buses (FCEBs), RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 predicts vehicle and fleet range based on
hydrogen fuel parameters, fueling time needs, total energy needs, total energy costs, CO2e reductions
based on the source of H2, and scheduling challenges/optimization to support effective FCEB fueling
requirements.
• For electric Low-Speed Autonomous Shuttles (e-LSAs), RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 predicts vehicle and fleet range,
charging needs, total energy and power needs, total energy costs, CO2e reductions, scheduling
challenges/optimization to support effective e-LSA fleet deployments for first kilometre/last kilometre
requirements.
CUTRIC’s RoutΣ.i™ 2.0 Research team can complete feasibility assessments on a block-based or route-based
format.
For full fleet analysis, CUTRIC always recommends block-based analysis inclusive of pull in, pull out, and
deadheading requirements to generate a full picture of the energy consumption and charging requirements of
the transit system.
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Canadian ZEB Database™
Transit electrification in Canada is gaining momentum as government policy and industry innovation align with
public sentiments about sustainability, decarbonization, and climate change. The Minister of Infrastructure and
Communities’ November 2020 commitment to 5,000 zero emission buses (ZEBs) over five years, the
Government of Canada’s March 2021 announcement for $2.75 billion in federal funding for transit electrification
and the Government of Canada’s direction towards Climate Action and a Green Economy in the 2021 federal
Budget are examples of Canada’s commitment to transit electrification.
The ZEB landscape in Canada remains unclear. This fragmented understanding stems from technological
complexity, policy challenges, and Canada’s expansive geography. While there have been statistical attempts to
characterize ZEBs, CUTRIC notes the clear lack of robust and comprehensive data that includes all types of
ZEBs and their associated infrastructure assets. Despite growing interest from government, transit agencies,
and the media, CUTRIC further notes the gap in reliable and timely information across the stages of transit
electrification.
As a pan-Canadian technology and policy innovation champion, CUTRIC represents a growing consortium of
actors in the sustainable transit space. With a strong industry reputation, CUTRIC is well positioned to develop,
maintain and update a database on ZEBs that establishes a public record and informs transit electrification
discourse. The Canadian ZEB Database™ will contain comprehensive and accurate information on ZEBs in
Canada and will be available to CUTRIC members.
CUTRIC has identified that no robust, comprehensive, reliable nor timely database that captures data on ZEB
technology and associated infrastructure assets across different stages of transit electrification in Canada
currently exists. Addressing this gap is critical because it impacts multiple stakeholder groups such as transit
agencies, manufacturers and government.
This project will establish a public record of ZEB technology in Canada. Through the standardization of ZEB
definitions and categorizations as well as the explanation of the stages of transit electrification, this database
project will become an authoritative source for ZEB data.
ZEBs and their associated infrastructure assets will be illustrated according to CUTRIC's Best Practices and Key
Considerations for Transit Electrification report and other industry review.
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CloudTransit™
CloudTransit™ is CUTRIC’s cloud-based platform developed as part of the Pan-Canadian Battery Electric Bus
Demonstration and Integration Trial Phase I project. Its purpose is to collect, integrate and view in-real time the
data generated from various electric bus and electric charging systems which form part of the Trial across
multiple transit systems and cities and in partnership with multiple utility partners. This tool will allow transit
and utility participants in the Pan-Canadian Demonstration and Integration Trial Phase I to view the performance
of the assets across multiple jurisdictions. As part of CUTRIC’s ACES Big Data Trust for mobility data-driven
innovation in the future, this platform will form the basis of the integration and analysis of data from multiple
sources.

deCarbonify™
CUTRIC’s deCarbonify™ tool helps transit agencies determine how their transit agency compares to other
Canadian transit systems today in terms of energy intensity and pollution. Offering transit agencies a
measurement of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions, the tool measures CO2e/passenger,
CO2e/revenue km, CO2e/total service kms (including deadheading), CO2e/service area density unit and
CO2e/vehicle measures. CUTRIC’s deCarbonify™ can also offer additional relative pollution measures such as
CO2e per passenger per revenue kilometre.
These measurements help transit agencies determine whether reducing emissions is achieved faster or more
substantially using alternative propulsion vehicles, improved route optimization, improved service area design or
ridership improvement programs.
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ZEVMapper™
ZEVMapper™ helps cities and municipalities determine the potential, required and optimal locations for their
electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), or “EV charging station” installations.
The tool uses original methodological insights to determine optimal EVSE locations based on the needs of
residents, commuters and through-traffic into and out of a community. It also integrates local and global EV
adoption rates to assess the need for growth in charging stations over the next five to 20-year period.
Based on early research conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy’s plug-in electric vehicle infrastructure
studies (The EV Project and the ChargePoint America Project), ZEVMapper™ utilizes three categories of
variables in calculating and mapping ideal EV charging locations: optimal location variables, installation cost
variables and EV driver charging patterns. The tool also maps specific siting choices including long-term
parking opportunities (Level 1 & 2), special applications for Level 2 and highway intersectionality (Level 3).
ZEVMapper™ produces outcomes in a “Best Case – Worst Case” scenario assessment which identifies the total
number of EV chargers required at a given location or within a given service area to fully satisfy charging needs
based on range capabilities of various makes and models of vehicles, drive cycles associated with EV drivers
(including commuters, tourists and residents), and minimum required time to charge and “return to home base”
for overnight charging.
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Federal Five Point Plan
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that public transit is an essential service for Canadians. The
following recommendations set out a bold and ambitious plan to better rebuild public transit as part of
Canada’s clean, inclusive recovery from COVID-19. This plan will help Canada build the public transit systems
and the cities of a cleaner, better future.
Our Recommendations:
1.
Lay the right framework: Investing in smart planning initiatives to guarantee smart, accurate
investments in infrastructure
The Federal government should commit to a national program of neutral feasibility studies to ensure
transit agencies have the funds they need to accurately predict the performance of new zeroemissions buses (ZEBs) and their associated infrastructure as part of the move to clean public transit systems.
This planning work is a critical, necessary prerequisite to achieving any targets that the federal government sets,
including the government’s current commitment of 5,000 zero-emissions buses by 2025.
2.
Build up Canada’s advanced manufacturing sector: Supporting Canada’s advanced
manufacturing ecosystem of industry leaders
Canada is home to global leaders in the advanced manufacturing sector for clean transit, including
Nova Bus, New Flyer, Thales Group, Siemens Canada, ABB, Hydrogenics/Cummins, and Ballard Power
Systems. The Federal government should continue to invest in the Canadian clean transport innovation
ecosystem through critical programs, such as the Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF) and the Low Carbon Economy
Fund (LCEF), to deliver transit users on time and ensure world-leading manufacturing jobs across the country.
3.
Build up innovative clean public transit: Setting ambitious targets for electric, hydrogen-fuel cell,
autonomous, and other forms of public transit
As a clean economic recovery measure, Canada can build a better, cleaner public transit system with
technologies of the future. Transit powered by battery electricity, hydrogen fuel-cells and other
innovative clean sources will support the transition away from diesel and other fossil fuels. To achieve the goal
of 5,000 electric buses over the next 5 years, the Federal government should focus funding on municipalities
ready to invest in clean transit, improve systems and lower emissions. This recommendation includes
supporting the country’s first permanent deployment of hydrogen fuel cell electric buses in the City of
Mississauga.
4.
Gather data and share knowledge: Using data to share lessons and improve transit outcomes
If performance data from transit systems is properly gathered and analyzed, transit agencies can
learn from other jurisdictions by mandating the installation of logger systems on all vehicles. The
Federal government should establish an Autonomous, Connected, Electric and Shared (ACES)
national data-trust for transit agencies and operators to access and share real-time analytics, optimizing fleet
performance and lowering operational costs nationwide.
5.
Finding smart solutions for a safe return: Investing in research to identify issues and pose
solutions to bring back ridership safely
A clean public transit system will only be utilized if transit riders feel safe and comfortable. Research
is needed to understand what issues and solutions will constitute a safe return to public transit. The
Federal government should utilize the Canadian Research Council network to fund “Return to Transit” research
initiatives that connect academia, transit agencies and Canadian manufacturers to address immediate
pandemic-related transit challenges to build back better and safer transit systems.
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British Columbia: A Two-Point Plan
A better future in BC is attainable by fighting climate change and advancing the provincial clean technology
ecosystem simultaneously. CleanBC is one of the best pathways to achieve this goal. Launched in 2018,
CleanBC ensures British Columbia is on the path to a cleaner, better future by building a low-carbon economy
with new clean-energy jobs and opportunities while protecting the air, land and water in the province and
supporting communities to prepare for climate impacts. The following two recommendations set out a bold and
ambitious plan to ensure the province achieves its climate change and clean economic goals.
Our Recommendations:
1.
Advance British Columbia’s Municipal & Provincial Fleet Electrification: Feasibility Analysis &
Simulation-based Planning on Municipal and Provincial Government Fleets
The Provincial government should commit to a program of neutral feasibility studies to ensure
municipal and provincially regulated fleets can accurately predict the performance of new zeroemissions vehicles and their associated infrastructure as part of the move to reduce emissions from municipal
and provincially-regulated fleets. This planning work is a critically necessary prerequisite to achieving any
targets that the Provincial government sets, including the government’s current commitment to meet 2030
greenhouse gas emissions targets, set sectoral and interim targets, and legislate a new target of net zero
carbon emissions by 2050.
2.
Build up BC’s clean technology and low-carbon eco-system: CUTRIC-B.C. Industry-Academic
Low-Carbon Smart Mobility Research & Development Program (2021-2024)
British Columbia is home to global leaders in the advanced manufacturing sector for clean
technology, including Ballard Power Systems and Green Power Motor Company. The province is also
home to world-class clean technology research institutions such as the University of Victoria, the University of
British Columbia and the BC Institute of Technology. In addition, the province benefits from progressive utility
providers such as BC Hydro, Fortis BC and forward-thinking transit agencies such as TransLink and BC Transit.
The Provincial government should continue to invest in British Columbia’s clean technology innovation
ecosystem through critical programs, such as the CleanBC Advanced Research and Commercialization (ARC)
Program, CleanBC Go Electric Commercial Vehicle Pilots (CVP) Program, CleanBC Go Electric Specialty Use
Vehicle Incentive (SUVI) Program, and StrongerBC, BC’s Economic Recovery Plan, all of which advance the clean
technology ecosystem and ensure world-leading manufacturing jobs across the province.
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Ontario: A Three-Point Plan
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that public transit is an essential service for Ontarians. The
following recommendations set out a bold and ambitious plan to place transit and smart mobility technology at
the centre of the province’s economic recovery agenda. This plan will help Ontario tap into new transit
technology, alternative energy sources and new data possibilities that will position the province as a national
leader in smart mobility.
1.
Create innovation ecosystems: Positioning Ontario as a national leader in smart transit
technology
Ontario has the foundation to create a nation-leading innovation ecosystem in the transit supply chain
from top universities and colleges to advanced manufacturers at all stages. Ontario should continue
to build its competitive advantage by funding platforms for industry and academic co-investments in major
cross-industry transit projects. The province has the opportunity to bring academic and industry stakeholders
together to strengthen Ontario as a leader in new intellectual property outputs and commercialized smart transit
technologies. As the Ontario government prepares its COVID-19 economic recovery agenda, the area of transit
technology development presents an opportunity to promote economic growth while providing a made-inOntario solution to the province’s current and future transit needs.
2.
Take the lead on hydrogen: Enabling Ontario to be an early adopter of hydrogen fuel cell
technology
Many jurisdictions across Canada have already announced or are in the process of developing
hydrogen strategies to seize the potential of this clean energy source. As Ontario prepares to launch
its own hydrogen strategy, the province should look to advance end-use application projects that will establish
Ontario’s leadership in hydrogen fuel-cell public transit. By supporting hydrogen fuel cell electric bus trials,
Ontario can be the first jurisdiction in Canada in over a decade to deploy a successful hydrogen bus
demonstration and integration trial. CUTRIC and its Member partners are ready to leverage their expertise in
successful demonstration and integration trial projects with the Ontario government.
3.
Gather data and share knowledge: Using data to share lessons and improve transit outcomes
If performance data from transit systems is properly gathered and analyzed, transit agencies can
learn from other jurisdictions by mandating the installation of logger systems on all vehicles leading
to optimized performance and saving taxpayer dollars over time. The Ontario government should
establish an Autonomous, Connected, Electric and Shared (ACES) data trust for transit agencies and operators
to access and share real-time analytics, optimizing fleet performance and lowering operational costs provincewide.
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Quebec: A Three-Point Plan
The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that
public transportation is an essential service for
the people of Quebec. CUTRIC hopes that the
foundations established by Law No. 44 and the
Green Economy Plan (GEP) will provide
stakeholders in the public transit sector with
the necessary resources to complete their
electrification in an innovative way benefitting
the Quebec economy.
CUTRIC welcomes the adoption of this bill. In
addition, as part of a green recovery, we also
wish to propose recommendations for building
a bold plan to rebuild public transit in Quebec.
Our recommendations:
1.
Prepare the ground for electrification: Investing in planning initiatives for the benefit of transit
stakeholders
The government of Quebec should commit to developing a provincial program allowing independent
entities to conduct feasibility studies to ensure that transit agencies have the necessary funds and
data to electrify their fleets.
2.
Leverage data in transportation: Using data to build electric transport and optimize innovation
If transit system performance data are properly collected and analyzed, transit agencies can learn
from other authorities by allowing logging systems to be installed on all vehicles. The Government of
Quebec should establish an autonomous, connected, electric and shared data trust allowing transit
agencies and operators to access and share real-time analysis to optimize fleet performance and reduce
operating costs.
3.
Advocate a safe return to transit: Investing in research to identify solutions to bring back
ridership safely
A low-emission transit system will only be used if riders feel safe. Research is needed to understand
which problems and solutions will allow a safe return to transit. The Government of Quebec should
fund “Back to transit” research initiatives which connect universities, transit agencies and manufacturers to
meet the immediate challenges associated with the pandemic.
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Crestview Strategy Achievements

Virtual Transit National Infrastructure Assessment Roundtable, May 18, 2021

2020 Efforts
CUTRIC efforts in 2020 included:
•
•
•

•

Advancing ACES Big Data Trust, ZEB Simulation & Roll-Out and MiWay Hydrogen Bus Proposal with
federal political and bureaucratic officials (in progress);
Securing high-level municipal, provincial, and federal representation of government officials at CUTRIC’s
2nd Annual Low-Carbon and Smart-Mobility Conference;
Launching a Five-Point Plan to Build Back Better Transit government relations and media campaign to
assert the role of clean public transit investment in post-pandemic economic recovery. Joint meetings
took place with regional CUTRIC members and elected officials, including the Minister of Infrastructure
and Communities Catherine McKenna, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Infrastructure and
Communities, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry, the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Natural Resources, and political staff in the Offices of the
Minister of Environment and Climate Change, the Minister of Natural Resources, the Minister of
Infrastructure and Communities and the Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry. As well, various
national media stories were published through a Canadian Press exclusive syndicated to the National
Post, CityNews Toronto and JWN Energy;
Publishing an open letter to the Prime Minister calling for $3B in permanent public transit funding to be
established. The letter circulated in national media through a Canadian Press exclusive syndicated to
the Toronto Star, CityNews Toronto, PLANT, Alberta Prime Times, News Break, the Lethbridge Herald
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•

•
•
•

and Kamloops This Week. The letter further spurred additional interview requests from government
trade outlet iPolitics;
Elevating CUTRIC and Dr. Josipa Petrunic as sector thought leaders by issuing statements and posting
social media related to various government announcements. This work included media relations and
securing opportunities to comment on the Ontario provincial budget on Radio-Canada in Toronto;
Securing relationships with key journalists including arranging introductory meetings with The Globe
and Mail, CBC Politics and Radio-Canada;
Drafting and placing opinion pieces to support government advocacy in government trade outlet Hill
Times and on social media;
Securing a commitment to establish permanent transit funding in the December 2020 climate plan, A

Healthy Environment and a Healthy Economy;

•

•

Advising political and department officials at Infrastructure Canada, Natural Resources Canada and
other relevant departments on transit electrification and zero-emissions transit to influence policy and
investment decisions; and
Establishing CUTRIC as the authoritative stakeholder expert on zero-emissions transit and smart
mobility.

2021 Efforts
In 2021, CUTRIC efforts included:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Securing commitment from the Prime Minister for $15B in public transit investment over the next eight
years, including permanent funding of $3B per year for Canadian communities beginning in 2026-2027;
Securing a commitment of $2.75B over five years for zero emissions transit and transit electrification
(part of the total $15B announced for transit investment); securing participation of CUTRIC CEO and
President Dr. Josipa Petrunic in an announcement with Minister of Infrastructure and Communities,
Catherine McKenna, Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry, Francois-Philippe Champagne, Mayor
of Ottawa, Jim Watson, and CEO of Canada Infrastructure Bank, Ehren Core;
Conducting a successful Virtual Advocacy Week with CUTRIC Members in the provincial Legislature of
Ontario to advance the Made-in-Ontario Research & Development Innovation Program, with attendance
of multiple members of the Legislative Assembly, political staff, and bureaucratic officials;
Securing high-level municipal, provincial, and federal representation of government officials at CUTRIC’s
2021 Zero Emissions Bus (ZEB) Technology and Transit Operations Conference and 3rd Annual LowCarbon Smart Mobility Technology Conference;
Securing participation and attendance from government officials at CUTRIC’s monthly ZEB Committees;
Organizing a National Infrastructure Assessment Roundtable on priorities for zero-emissions transit
infrastructure, in partnership with Infrastructure Canada and participation from Minister of
Infrastructure and Communities, Catherine McKenna;
Advising on program development for Permanent Transit Funding to ensure that funding programs
reflect CUTRIC member priorities;
Advancing ACES Big Data Trust, ZEB Simulation & Roll-Out, and MiWay Hydrogen Bus Proposal with
federal and provincial political and bureaucratic officials (in progress)
Elevating CUTRIC and Dr. Josipa Petrunic as thought leaders by issuing statements and posting social
media posts related to various government announcements. This work included media relations and
securing syndication of a statement issued related to the Federal government’s investment in public
transit in Canadian Press syndicated across Canada;
Securing relationships with key journalists including arranging introductory meetings with The Logic and
Financial Post, both leading to coverage later, validating CUTRIC and Dr. Josipa Petrunic as experts;
Drafting and placing opinion pieces to support government advocacy in government trade outlet Hill
Times and on social media; and
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•

Booking CUTRIC and Dr. Josipa Petrunic beside key stakeholders, including the Canadian Infrastructure
Bank, as expert panelists at a Canadian Club of Toronto event geared towards Toronto’s business
community on electric vehicles.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public Relations Achievements

From left to right: Dr. Josipa Petrunić, President and CEO of CUTRIC, and Minister of Infrastructure and Communities
Catherine McKenna at the Zero Emissions Transit funding announcement, March 4, 2021.

On April 1, 2021, CUTRIC moved its PR efforts in-house after Grace Reilly was promoted to the position of
Government & Public Relations Officer. Prior to this, Vancouver-based Switchboard PR provided CUTRIC with a
range of media relations and communications services.

Extensive media coverage
CUTRIC garnered more than 600 media hits in 2020-21. The media hits included mainstream outlets such as the
Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, National Post, CBC, CTV and Global, as well as trade publications like Electric
Autonomy, Mass Transit, and Energi Media, to name a few. Highlights included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toronto Star, May 4, 2021: Brampton’s electric buses officially on the roads
Financial Post, April 28, 2021: The anti-Tesla: Ballard bets the day has finally come for tech Elon Musk
called 'mind-bogglingly stupid'
CBC, February 25, 2021: What experts say Canada needs to do to become a leader in the electric vehicle
industry
Toronto Star, February 11, 2021: Feds promise billions in new funds to build, expand public-transit
systems
The Globe and Mail, December 9, 2020: Most Canadians are in favour of electric buses. What’s standing
in the way?
Toronto Star, November 11, 2020: Transit lobby group says electrifying Canada’s bus fleets needs $3
billion a year
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•

National Post, September 22, 2020: Group calls on Trudeau to invest in low-emissions transit

Prestigious awards and thought leadership
President & CEO, Josipa Petrunic was named one of Canada’s 100 Most Powerful Women in 2020 and penned a
powerful op-ed for the WXN Network. Board members Scott Gillner and Carolina Gallo earned Clean50 Awards
in 2020 and 2021, respectively, while Jennifer McNeill was named one of 26 Climate Champions across Canada.
Other influential thought-leadership articles, videos and podcasts involving Dr. Petrunic included:
•
•
•
•

The Globe and Mail, April 13, 2021: Speeding the shift to alternative-fuel vehicles
Vancouver Sun, April 2, 2021: Policy-makers must steer self-driving vehicles in right direction
The Hill Times, February 18, 2021: Trudeau Liberals need to look to hydrogen as part of the zeroemissions solutions for transit
Corporate Knights, August 26, 2020: Post-pandemic, Canadians will need rail to get moving

Social media growth and engagement
LinkedIn: CUTRIC now has over 3,100 followers on its most important channel for engaging with professionals
and leaders. In May of 2021 alone, CUTRIC gained 218 new followers, had 863 reactions to its posts, and had an
average engagement rate of 4.95 per cent. LinkedIn considers a 2 percent engagement rate “extremely good.”
Twitter: @CUTRIC_CRITUC jumped from 8,932 impressions in January 2020 to more than 94,600 impressions in
May 2021. The Top 3 posts for May had 15,495, 13,085 and 9,717 impressions.
The account has many influential followers, including Jonathan Wilkinson, Minister of Environment and Climate
Change; Caroline Mulroney, Ontario Minister of Transportation; Canada Infrastructure Bank; Steven Guilbeault,
Minister of Heritage; BC Ministry of Transportation; and Ottawa Mayor Jim Watson. CUTRIC has also engaged
extensively with Catherine McKenna, Minister of Infrastructure & Communities.

Digital event success
CUTRIC pivoted to digital operations early in the pandemic, and is proud to have hosted three successful virtual
conferences while securing key media partnerships:
• Hosted 450+ virtual attendees at CUTRIC’s 2nd Annual Low Carbon Smart Mobility Technology
Conference over three days
• Secured four top-tier media sponsorships for the first-ever Smart Rail Technology Conference and
hosted 200+ virtual attendees over two days
• Secured two top-tier media sponsorships for the 1st Annual Zero Emissions Bus Technology and
hosted 300+ virtual attendees for a one-day event

Knowledge Series
CUTRIC launched its first Knowledge Series in 2020 and has since published three more reports. Topics include
best practices and key considerations for transit electrification and charging infrastructure deployment;
Canadian rail innovation projects; predictive modelling of autonomous shuttle performance and passengercarrying capacity of first-km/last-km solutions using CUTRIC’s RoutΣ.i™ 2.0; and the opportunity for Metro
Vancouver policy-makers to build on the soon-to-be-released Transport 2050 plan by advancing autonomous
vehicles as emissions-reducing and mobility-improving tools.
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APPENDIX
Audited Financial Statements
Can adian Urban Transit Research & Innovation Consortium
Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ended December 31

Revenue

2020

2019

648,668

623,957

527,375

3,971,843

-

342,606

980,459

2,901,508

63,693

50,248

388,385

107,380

2,608,580

7,997,542

5,661

-

228,714

8,762

21,985

-

Consulting fees

258,760

170,884

Funded project expenses

527,375

3,971,843

6,129

155,356

Office and general

143,263

146,580

Professional fees

173,749

177,234

Project development

801

97,048

Salaries and benefits

1,164,189

917,265

45,208

220,037

2,575,834

5,865,009

32,746

2,132,533

Membership fees (Note 5)
Government funding – projects (Note 6)
Government funding - administration
Fee-for-service
Sponsorship
Other income (Note 4)

Operating expenses
Amortization of capital assets
Advertising and promotion
Bad debt expense

Meetings and events

Travel

Excess of revenue over expenses for the year

$
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